The effects of new, heavy quarks are examined in a colored quark-gluon model. The e+e total cross section scales for energies far above any quark mass. However, it is much greater than the scaling prediction in a domain about the nominal two-heavy-quark threshold, despite 0 + -being a weak-coupling problem above 2 GeV. We expect spikes at the low end of this domain and a broad enhancement at the upper end.
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We report some theoretical work on e'e a.nnihilation in asymptotically free, colored quarkgluon models of hadronic matter. Our fundamental assumption is that in addition to the light quarks that make up ordinary hadrons, there is a heavy quark, such as the charmed 6". This has been suggested in several other contexts' and is consistent with the observed scaling and successful sum rules of inelastic lepton-hadron scattering. We argue that at energies well above the 6"(P' threshold ("threshold" and "mass" having technical definitions which in no way imply the existence of physical quarks), the total hadronic cross section scales as in the free-quark model because of the smallness of the asymptotic effective coupling. Scaling also holds in a region well above the A, A. threshold and well below the 6"6" threshold, with the magnitude set by the lightquark charges. However, there are large enhancements in a finite region above and below the 6"6" threshold. We examine the behavior in this region and the approach to the asymptotic region a,bove it.
Consider the Lagrangian -4E""E", +4(ip -m)%', 
The leptonic width via one photon into ll is
where e =, 37 Although separately these calculations are not trustworthy, the ratio 2 + 2 Q I'"(2/9n ) (n' -9) 5/n, '
is independent of wave-function effects. If me assume that the recently announced resonance' with mass =3 GeV is orthocharmonium, Eq. (5) fixes n, . Preliminary estimates give' I', =3 keV and I'"=75 keV. Their ratio gives n, =0.26. This, along withmt =1.5 GeV, implies I', =0.8 keV and I'~= 20 keV, surely low estimates since the Coulomb wave function will be enhanced at the origin by stronger forces at large distances. This explains the large width of the resonance.
The existence of excited states is strongly suggested but Coulomb-like calculations are even less believable since the Bohr radius increases like n'. All but the lowest few states will be broadened, shifted, and smeared together into a broad enhancement mhich connects smoothly onto the approach to the asymptotic region already discussed.
"Paracharmonium" (0 ) should also exist, with a mass slightly less than that of orthocharmonium, the hyperfine splitting being of order n, m@ (=10 MeV with mq --1. T. Goldman, private communication. so that I "(para) =6 MeV. The existence of paracharmonium with this width and a mass on the order of 3 GeV is one of our most unambiguous predictions and it is important to look for it experimentally. A more careful estimate of the ortho-para mass splitting will be given in a future paper.
Any tmo-quark system in which the sum of the masses corresponds to a small g can be studied
analogously.
(Whether it couples to a, particular leptonic current is inessential. ) Thus we can identify charmed hadrons, whose masses are simply net plus a light-quark mass minus an O(n, ') binding energy. Other a.spects of charm phenomenology will follow from the smallness of g. The existence of other heavy quarks would not complicate matters in principle; their effects are calculable. 'However, specific predictions based on a single 6" may be altered.
In a forthcoming paper, we shall expand on these ideas and discuss the theoretical infrastructure more thoroughly.
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